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1. 
 
 
 

From Dubrovnik to Tallinn  
– five years of the Three Seas Initiative 

 
 
 

The Three Seas Initiative (3SI) is a new type of cooperation in the Central European region. 
It was launched at a founding summit held in Dubrovnik, Croatia between August 25 and 
26, 2016. The initiators and originators of the project were the President of the Republic  
of Poland Andrzej Duda and the President of the Republic of Croatia Kolinda Grabar-
Kitarović, politicians who in 2015 won simultaneously held presidential elections in their 
respective countries.  

In addition to Poland and Croatia, the three Baltic states (Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia),  
the Visegrad countries (the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary), as well as Austria,  
Slovenia, Romania and Bulgaria were invited to cooperate within the framework of 3SI. 
The condition for participation was EU membership and a broadly understood Central  
European identity.  

The Three Seas Initiative is a proprietary project formulated by the leaders representing the 
region. It is an autonomous initiative, the content and format of which were not in any way 
imposed or suggested by foreign influence. Although it was supported by the American-
based Atlantic Council think tank, the decision process itself was entirely independent.  
To trace the origins of this idea, it is quite reasonable to refer to the visit of Kolinda Grabar
-Kitarović to Poland in 2015 and a subsequent Croatia-initiated meeting (featuring  
an expanded group of representatives of the region) held in New York on the sidelines  
of the UN General Assembly (September 2015). 
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The Three Seas Initiative is a response to the assessment that countries in the region share 
common weaknesses: the peripheral status imposed on them within the European Union, 
the preferred model of passive Europeanisation according to the top-down scheme, and the 
constant treatment of the region as a “New Europe.” According to the leaders of Central 
European countries, one of the threats their states face (except Austria) is that of falling  
in the middle income trap, wherein an economy remains subordinated to larger markets. 
The countries of the Three Seas region noticed that they are not only recipients of various 
types of European funds, but they also constitute an important part of the European  
community, comprising 29% of the territory, 25% of all EU inhabitants, yet only amounting 
to 19% of the GDP generated (data excluding Great Britain). It is this last indicator that best 
shows the real difference in the level of economic development between Western Europe 
and the Central European countries. In addition, the region's leaders are increasingly  
recognising the benefits that richer Western countries have gained from being able to tap 
into the markets of new members of the community. The Three Seas cooperation project  
is to facilitate a more efficient utilisation of the dynamics of economic growth, which (with 
the exception of Croatia) is higher than the European average.  

Looking at the history of the Three Seas Initiative, considering its annual summits organ-
ised in individual countries in the region, at the end of which declarations summarising  
the meetings are adopted, one may see how the project developed, as not only its role has 
been gradually reformulated from the perspective of individual capitals involved, but also 
the way it is perceived by third parties.  
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A. Croatia 2016 
 
 

At the first summit of the Three Seas Initiative, held in Dubrovnik in August 2016, only half 
of the delegations were represented by heads of state. Slovakia sent a deputy prime minis-
ter, Romania and the Czech Republic were represented by ministers, and deputy ministers 
led the delegations of Austria and Estonia. The lowest-ranking delegation came from Lat-
via, led by a department director from the Ministry of Transport.  

Among the representatives of third countries, the most important representatives were 
deputy ministers of the People’s Republic of China and Turkey, and a former presidential 
adviser from the United States of America. There were no representatives of the European 
Union in Croatia, and no representatives of any of the major Western capitals. 

The final declaration adopted in Dubrovnik emphasised that the project aims to strengthen 
the entire European Union by increasing cooperation in the area of transport, digital and 
energy infrastructures, which in turn would contribute to increasing the region’s competi-
tiveness. The announced revival of cooperation under the aegis of the new project was  
to proceed as part of the informal presidential platform, without the creation of any paral-
lel structures that would correspond to existing (presumably EU) institutions. 
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B. Poland 2017 
 
 

2017 turned out to be a crucial year for the future of the entire project. The rather reserved 
reaction of several of the invited leaders from the region, the lack of interest in the Three 
Seas Initiative on the part of the European Union or the most important Western capitals, 
coupled with Beijing’s clear interest in this concept, meant it was at risk of becoming a kind 
of auxiliary to the Chinese programme of the new Silk Road. In expert circles, one of the 
potential scenarios considered was that there would be little interest in the organisation  
of a third meeting by any of the Member States, since the two previous summits took 
place in the locations of project initiators.  

The second summit of the Three Seas Initiative was originally to be organised in Wrocław, 
which was even included in the Dubrovnik declaration. However, due to last-minute  
acceptance of the invitation by the President of the United States of America, the event 
was finally held in Warsaw between July 6 and 7, 2017. The only thing planned in Wrocław 
that was left unchanged was the accompanying economic forum event.  

The announcement of the American leader’s arrival had a decisive impact on the attitude  
of invited delegations. Only the president of Austria, Alexander van der Bellen (represented 
by the ambassador) and the president of the Czech Republic Miloš Zeman (the Czech dele-
gation was led by Jan Hamáček, the speaker of the Chamber of Deputies) did not come  
to Warsaw. The Czech leader expected an invitation to the White House or at least an indi-
vidual conversation with the American leader. Acting as a special guest, Donald Trump  
emphasised that the United States intends to become a strategic partner for this initiative 
and the Central European region, and he considered the Warsaw conference a historic 
event. It was the relative passivity of European institutions, whose representatives did not 
take the opportunity to participate, which made the enthusiasm of American diplomacy 
even more pronounced.  
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Donald Trump’s visit to Warsaw meant that invitations were not sent to the PRC or Turkey, 
limiting the political scope of the initiative to the EU and the US, which ultimately  
determined the choice of a strategic partner for the project. The visit of the special guest 
from the United States also meant that there was no problem finding someone willing  
to organise the next summit in 2018. According to behind-the-scenes reports, the Romani-
an President Klaus Iohannis proposed another meeting to take place in Bucharest before 
the question of the next host had been asked.  

In the joint declaration summing up the Warsaw deliberation, several ideas were highlight-
ed: the European dimension of the project, reference to structural funds, the “Connecting 
Europe” Community programme, the TEN-T transport network, finally, the main objective  
of cementing the unity of the European Union. It was reiterated that the Three Seas  
Initiative is a flexible presidential format whose political instruments support intergovern-
mental, non-governmental and commercial cooperation. The Warsaw declaration also  
includes several principles on which the project was based. Membership in the European 
Union was indicated as a primary condition for participation in the Three Seas Initiative.  
The long-term nature of cooperation and also openness to external investment environ-
ments were also mentioned. Business relations were to be strengthened by the institution-
alisation of the Three Seas Business Forum as a permanent element of each summit.  
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C. Romania 2018 
 
 

As announced in Warsaw, the 3rd Summit of the Three Seas Initiative was organised at the 
invitation of Romanian President Klaus Iohannis and held in Bucharest on September  
17–18, 2018. In many respects, the meeting was groundbreaking. For the first time in the 
history of the project, the President of the European Commission, Jean-Claude Juncker,  
accepted the invitation. Heiko Maas, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Federal Republic  
of Germany, also came to Bucharest, so did Rick Perry, secretary of energy in the administra-
tion of President Trump, who chaired the American delegation. The initiatives had thus  
managed to overcome the initial reluctance of EU officials, who had previously viewed the 
project as an effort to establish parallel regional institutions that would compete with  
EU instruments. A radical redefinition of the attitude also unfolded in Berlin, which had  
previously seen the Three Seas Initiative as merely a “paper project” or an attempt to lever-
age American support in order to limit German influence in Central Europe. Prior to his  
arrival in Bucharest, Minister Mass announced a new German Ostpolitik, a desire to play the 
role of a bridge between East and West. He defined Germany as a Central European coun-
try and declared Berlin’s willingness to join the Three Seas Initiative. The summit partici-
pants decided to grant the United States of America, Germany and partner institutions, 
such as the European Commission, the European Investment Bank, the European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development, and the World Bank Group the status of partner states. 
Thus, two categories of project participation were created: twelve full participants and  
an open group of partners (state and institutional).  

No less important was the specific transition from a purely theoretical concept based  
on putatively established objectives to a full-fledged implementation of various initial  
undertakings. In Bucharest,  on the initiative of the Polish Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego, 
the establishment of a Three Seas Initiative Investment Fund (TSIIF) was announced. Aside 
from Poland, Croatia, Romania, Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Latvia declared a willing-
ness to become participants of it. BGK announced a founding fund of €500 million (the min-
imum contribution was to be €20 million).  
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The American side committed to co-fund TSIIF. The summit also featured an additional  
announcement of a list of projects (Three Seas Interconnection Priority Projects, TSIPP) 
constituting a catalogue of infrastructure projects (energy, communication and digital),  
the implementation of which was considered to be of common interest to the countries  
of the region. The list includes 48 projects, divided into 27 multilateral (including 8 energy, 
8 digital and 11 transport) and 21 local bilateral or national undertakings (6 energy, 2 digi-
tal and 13 transport). The final achievement of the Bucharest summit was the announce-
ment of the establishment of the Chamber of Industry and Commerce of the Three Seas 
countries, as well as the CEE plus index on the Central European stock exchange.  

Four presidents did not participate in the Romanian summit. Czech Miloš Zeman did not 
make a trip to Bucharest. He was once again represented by the Speaker of the Chamber 
of Deputies, Radek Vondráček. Two other Baltic state presidents were also absent: the 
chairman of the Latvian delegation was Edgars Rinkĕvičs, Minister of Foreign Affairs, and 
Estonia was represented by Eiki Nestorvičs, the chairman of the parliament. A rather  
unusual situation involved the Hungarian President, János Áder. His plane malfunctioned 
before departure, that was the official version. On the other hand, the Austrian president 
Alexander van der Bellen appeared at the meeting for the first time.  

The Bucharest Declaration reiterated the informal presidential nature of the Three Seas 
Initiative and reaffirmed its commitment towards eliminating out the differences in infra-
structural network density on the north-south line. A new objective was to emphasize  
the role of transatlantic relations and signal the need for European support for the West  
Balkan states and the Eastern Partnership. For the first time, the document summarising 
the summit included a list of decisions made during its proceedings. It highlighted a list  
of infrastructural projects, the establishment of a network of chambers of commerce, the 
signing of the letter of intent on TSIIF, the holding of another business forum (which gath-
ered over 600 participants). The document also drew attention to the organisation of the 
First Forum of Three Seas Regions in Rzeszów in July 2018, an event vital for the promotion 
of the entire initiative. The creation of a special website http://three-seas.eu was  
announced, the operation of which was to be handled by the states hosting successive 
summits. It was also important to pass a principle of consensus related to the process of in-
viting new states or institutions to subsequent meetings. The document also officially  
confirms the partnership status of the USA and Germany, as well as international institu-
tions such as: the European Commission, the European Investment Bank, the European 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the World Bank.  
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D. Slovenia 2019 
 
 

The fourth summit of the Three Seas Initiative was held in the Slovenian capital. The 
meeting in Ljubljana was organised on June 5–6, 2019. This time, the president of Germa-
ny, Frank-Walter Steinmeier, joined the group of heads of state, but Andrej Kiska from  
Slovakia, who was ending his term of office (the summit took place just before Zuzana  
Čaputova was sworn in), was once again represented only by the ambassador. Further-
more, some commentators were surprised by the lack of a high-level delegation from  
Hungary; no explanation for the absence was provided this time. Instead of János Áder, 
Budapest was represented by Foreign Affairs Minister Péter Szijjártó. The American energy 
secretary Rick Perry and the head of the European Commission Jean-Claude Juncker  
returned to Ljubljana again. The meeting in the capital of Slovenia was accompanied by 
another session of the business forum, which this time featured a very extensive agenda 
and was buttressed by the participation of many ministers, secretaries of state and repre-
sentatives of development banks (banki rozwoju) representing the countries in the region. 
It should be noted, however, that most of the participants in the business meeting repre-
sented institutions from Central Europe, there were relatively few American or Western 
European representatives, often limited to representatives of diplomatic missions. A more 
important event was the presentation of a report on the progress of implementation  
of individual projects that had been presented during the Bucharest summit.  

The Ljubljana final declaration referred to previous documents indicating the European  
nature of the project, but the 2019 document was even more adamant in its emphasis  
of the importance of the United States’ economic presence in the Central European region 
and its propitious impact on transatlantic relations. The need to establish closer coopera-
tion with the countries of the Western Balkans and the Eastern Partnership was reiterated. 
The Three Seas Fund was also mentioned as an important instrument creating new invest-
ment opportunities and economic cooperation not only between Central European  
countries, but also with European institutions and third parties.  
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E. Estonia 2020 
 
 
The summit in the capital of Estonia was a rather strange event. Originally it was planned  
to be carried out in a traditional form, but the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic forced a change  
of date and transition to a hybrid format, some of the delegations were present in Tallinn, 
others joined remotely. This meeting formula was an attempt to highlight the significance 
of innovation and digitialisation, which Tallinn is trying to attract attention by building its 
national brand and promoting the E-stonia slogan. Among the heads of state, physically 
present were only Kersti Kaljulaid, President of Estonia and host of the summit Andrzej Du-
da, President of the Republic of Poland and Rumen Radev, President of Bulgaria, who will 
organise the next meeting in 2021. The conference started with a virtual presidential sum-
mit, which was to be attended by country presidents who could not be present in Tallin  
in person. Two figures decided to break out of this scenario. The absent president of Hun-
gary, János Áder and Zoran Milanović, the new president of Croatia, who defeated Kolinda 
Grabar-Kitarović, the co-initiator of the project. For the Hungarian leader, this was yet an-
other way of showing Budapest's increasingly restrained attitude towards the Three Seas 
Initiative, while the Croatian president’s absence was a matter of principle, contesting the 
project had become a trademark that distinguished him from his predecessor.  

The presidential debate, hosted by Kersti Kaljulaidi together with the leaders of Poland and 
Bulgaria, was the second item of the summit. This part was also attended by a representa-
tive of the American government, Mark Menezes, the deputy secretary of energy, and 
Margrethe Vestager, the vice-president of the European Commission. The Tallinn meeting 
featured a novelty in the form of a ministerial session (at the level of ministers or deputy 
ministers), which was a clear signal that the involvement of executive bodies would become 
complementary to the presidential format. This part of the summit was for the first time 
attended by a Hungarian representative, Deputy Foreign Minister Péter Sztáray, until  
recently Budapest’s ambassador to NATO. From among the countries with partnership  
status in the Three Seas Initiative, this time there was no German delegation.  
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The Tallinn Summit was an important event for the budding Three Seas Fund, as several new 
countries declared their accession. The President of BGK, Beata Daszyńska-Muzyczka,  
declared the Polish side would increase its share to 750,000,000 Euro and the Americans 
announced that they would contribute to the budget a 1/3 of the capital raised by countries 
of the region to a maximum amount of one billion dollars. The fund's first investment, the 
purchase of 100% of the shares in Cargounit, a company operating on the railway market 
and the Central European leader in locomotive rental, was also announced. Additionally, 
28 new projects were added to the list of joint TSIPP projects. 

The final declaration adopted at the meeting emphasised the weight of the challenge posed 
by the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, but it was also noted that other countries (Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, Slovenia and Hungary) signaled their financial accession to TSIIF. 
The investment fund was mentioned in the declaration in the context of the American 
promise of its financing up to the amount of 1000,000,000 dollars. The document summa-
rising the meeting also included the aforementioned coordinating secretariat established 
before the Estonian summit as an exemplary activity for the future, as well as the  
announcement of regular ministerial level meetings so vital for the institutionalisation  
of the Three Seas Initiative. Contrary to signals sent from various sides ahead of the Tallinn 
summit, no decision was made as to the establishment of a permanent secretariat, or even 
a working group to develop a proposal in that regard. 
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2.  
 
 
 

Evolution of the Three Seas Initiative  
 
 

The short overview of the history of the Three Seas Initiative provided above indicated that 
this project has a chance to become a permanent part of the geopolitical landscape of the 
Central European region, creating an unprecedented structure in the history of the region 
as well as enabling multilateral cooperation between Central European countries.  
The effect of this cooperation may be the development of a firm political subjectivity  
of the region and a more effective articulation of any and all interests of individual Central 
European states when dealing with external forces. The initiative offers an opportunity  
to improve transatlantic relations and to show the European Union that the youngest 
members of its community are able to contribute new ideas and are not condemned  
to passive Europeanisation.  

However, today it is difficult to clearly define the final shape of the Three Seas Initiative pro-
ject, since on a formal level it is an example of conference diplomacy/summit diplomacy  
in a presidential format, which evinces its strictly political preoccupation. On the other 
hand, the area covered by the cooperation and the objective of the entire project have  
an executive dimension, which in the political systems of the countries of the region falls 
within the competence of executive/ministerial bodies. It is particularly visible in Central 
Europe, where more often than not the president is more of a representative figure than  
a person capable of correcting the course of political events. It is also difficult to accept that 
the shape of the Three Seas Initiative itself is well defined either, since the Federal Republic 
of Germany aspires to full participation and an intense internal discussion is taking place 
regarding this matter. 
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The increasing importance of the 3SI is proven by the efforts of individual countries to gain 
the right to organise subsequent summits (it was the largest international event in Estonia 
in recent years), because aside from obvious promotional benefits on the international 
stage, presidential hosts can also gain from them domestically. The President of Estonia  
is seeking re-election, and next year's summit in Bulgaria may prove to be very important 
in resolving the political conflict between the country’s main centers of power.  

A new cooperation project in the Central European region is beginning to be noticed  
and analysed by expert institutions in various parts of the world, which proves its increasing 
importance and recognition. 

With each subsequent summit, the Three Seas Initiative becomes an increasingly attractive 
partner (political and economic) for external players. Proof of the attractiveness of the 
Three Seas Initiative are Germany 's efforts to join the project on the basis of full participa-
tion, which should be considered quite significant, especially if one takes into account the 
rather cold reactions to initial 3SI inaugural events. The United States of America plays  
an extremely important role in supporting the Three Seas project. For the USA, the Three 
Seas Initiative is first and foremost an institution that integrates mostly pro-American Euro-
pean countries, which is important in the face of growing anti-American sentiment among 
Western European political forces. American patronage for the Three Seas Initiative is also 
connected with a desire to limit China’s growing influence in the region (see numerous  
infrastructure investments in the non-EU Western Balkan countries) and competing pro-
jects such as Nord Stream 2.  

One should also note the growing interest in the Three Seas Investment Fund established  
in 2019. The increasing financial commitment of the United States of America encourages 
individual capitals to join TSIIF financially. The fund currently holds over 800,000,000 Euros 
(contribution from Poland, Romania, assurances from several other countries). A further 
28 projects were added to the list of 46 joint infrastructure projects announced in Bucharest 
in 2018 before the Tallinn summit, which shows there is growing faith in this new invest-
ment instrument. The Three Seas Investment Fund encourages even the most sceptical 
partners to become more active. 

Focusing on the implementation of specific infrastructure projects proved to be an effective 
action, as it responded to the needs of all countries participating in the Three Seas Initiative. 
It enabled finding fields of common interest despite a whole range of factors differenti-
ating national interests and attitudes in other areas (such as intra-EU relations, relations 
with Russia, China or the USA).  
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The weakness of the Three Seas Initiative is the still visible discrepancy in the attitudes  
of individual  member states. Some capitals took on the role of trailblazers trying to arrange 
institutional solutions comprising the architecture of cooperation between the Three Seas 
countries (Poland, Croatia, Romania, to a lesser extent Lithuania, Slovenia and Estonia). 
Some countries are sceptical about this cooperation, though remain part of the project  
to observe its’ unfolding (Hungary, Latvia, Slovakia). There are also states such as the 
Czech Republic or Bulgaria, which may have recently displayed interest in participating  
in 3SI, but this trend need not be constant. Austria, as the only non-post-communist mem-
ber of the Three Seas Initiative, has, at its own request, positioned itself in the role  
of a ‘bridge’ between Western and Central Europe. The lack of an internal political consen-
sus in relation to participation and commitment in individual countries remains a serious 
problem, as has been seen recently, especially in Croatia. One of the greatest challenges 
for the Three Seas Initiative is not so much the different national interests of the individual 
capitals involved in the process, this is to be expected after all, but the confusion and  
potential misunderstandings related to declared stances, actual objectives, and roles  
assigned to each participant (presented in detail below).  

3SI suffers from a weak image. Despite the increasing number of analyses or even first  
scientific studies, a commonly accepted semantic code describing the new project is yet  
to be developed. Just establishing logotypes raises a lot of problems; each of the summits 
used its own logo, the Estonians even patented the graphic sign accompanying the event. 
In social networks, there is no single commonly used abbreviation or a popular hashtag 
(just on twitter alone, we can find #ThreeSeas, #threeseas, # 3SI, #TSI). There is also a lack 
of involvement of think tanks from particular countries, which could possibly animate  
discussions, provide insight and promote the entire project.  
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3.  
 
 
 

Perception of the Three Seas Initiative  
in individual capitals  
 

The annual (above described) presidential summits, their location and course, are the re-
sult of the attitudes of individual member states involved in the Three Seas Initiative. Their 
diverse attitudes, different national interests and the rationale behind their foreign policy 
influence their readiness to proceed along the various avenues opened up by the new co-
operation project in the Central European region. 

An attempt to reconstruct the attitude of the capitals involved in the 3SI is presented be-
low, and it shows all twelve national members of the Three Seas Initiative. We present not 
only the most important macroeconomic data, but also the neighbouring countries 
(members of the 3SI in bold); additionally, the report provides information about projects 
on the TSIPP list (currently consisting of 77 priority projects) or of interest expressed in 
participating in infrastructure projects proposed by others or the general attitude to the 
Three Seas Fund. The following analysis also tries to reconstruct the role assigned to the 
Three Seas Initiative in individual capitals, the involvement of presidential centres 
(expressed by the participation of the heads of state in subsequent summits), the real role 
of the project in foreign policy strategies and, in some cases, the status accorded to it by 
other international players.  
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Prominent recent statements of official representatives regarding the Three Seas Initiative 
were also added to expand the picture, as well as the names and addresses of the most 
active think tanks or analytical institutions interested in international issues (marked with 
an “*” were those that addressed the issues of the Three Seas Initiative). In the case of the 
characteristics of Polish involvement in 3SI, the focus was on the opinions and expecta-
tions of other project participants. 
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The Republic of Austria 
Area: 83,879 km² 
Population: 8,860,000 (Austrians 85%, Swiss 3.5%, Serbs 2.3%, Turks 2%)  
Neighbours: Italy, Switzerland, Lichtenstein, Federal Republic of Germany, Czech Republic, 
Slovak Republic, Hungary, Slovenia  
 
GDP: $446,300 000 (2019)  
GDP per capita$50,654 (2019) 
 
Most active think tanks: 
*Institute for the Danube Region and Central Europe (IDM)  
 http://www.idm.at/en/home/ 
The OIIP –  Austrian Institute for International Affairs  
https://www.euromesco.net/  

Austria sees its role in the Three Seas Initiative primarily as a bridge between Western  
and Central Europe. Vienna clearly embraced the role of an observer, focusing all its  
involvement in the project on promoting the cohesion policy and emphasising the key role 
of the European Union in helping Central European countries to compensate for the devel-
opment gap.  
The importance of 3SI in Vienna’s foreign policy is marginal. No discrepancy in assessment 
between the presidential office and the government. 
According to Alexander van der Bellen – the president of Austria, Vienna is a natural part-
ner for the 3SI states, (...) Austrian financial institutions know this region very well (2020).  
 
Commitment to 3SI low, no change in trends from 2016 to today. 
President participation in summits: 2/5. 
Interest in participation in TSIIF – none. 
Involvement in TSIPP – none. Austria did not submit any project in 2018 or 2020, it de-

clared participation in 12 projects submitted by others.  
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The Republic of Bulgaria  
Area: 110,910 km2  

Population: 7.060,000 (Bulgarians 85%, Turks 9%, Roma 5%) 
Neighbours: Romania, Turkey, Greece, North Macedonia, Serbia 
 
GDP: $67.9 00,000 (2019) 
GDP per capita: $9,026 (2019) 
 
Most active think tank: 
Institute for Security and International Studies 
http://www.isis-bg.org/  

 

Bulgaria has not yet defined the role of 3SI in Sofia’s policy. The initial years were charac-
terised by passive participation in the summits, the desire to mark one's presence. 2020 
brought about a shift in orientation and a decision to increase involvement, hence the 
proposition of proprietary infrastructure projects and, above all, the offer to organise  
a summit of the Three Seas Initiative in 2021.  
Threat of using 3SI in the political struggle between President Rumen Radev and the gov-
ernment of Boyko Borysov, whose party is part of the EPP in the EU. 
The Bulgarian president recognised that in the preparation for the summit the role of his 
state would be to develop mechanisms facilitating decisions regarding the selection  
of joint projects to be implemented first (2020). 
 
Commitment to 3SI was low in its first years, an upward trend is currently observable. 
Presidential participation in summits: 2/5. 
Interest in participation in TSIIF – declaration of accession in 2020. 
Involvement in TSIPP in 2018, Sofia presented 3 national projects, the most important  

being the modernisation of the Ruse-Varna railway line, and declared participation in 12 

projects submitted by others.   
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The Republic of Croatia 
Area: 56,594 km² 
Population: 4.150,000 (Croats 90%, Serbs 4.3%, Bosnians 0.8%) 
Neighbours: Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Hungary, Slovenia  
 
GDP: $60,400,000 (2019) 
GDP per capita: $16,645 (2019) 
 
Most active think tank: 
Institute for Development and International Relations (IRMO) 
https://irmo.hr/home-2/  

 

Croatia’s goal was to maintain its role as co-initiator of the Three Seas Initiative. Other par-
ticipants accepted this state of affairs.  
Until the last presidential election, the 3SI was an important instrument in foreign policy  
as it gave Croatia an opportunity to play an active role as the youngest member of the EU 
while at the simultaneously strengthening the visibility of Zagreb. 
The contemporary challenge for Croatia is the sharp internal conflict between its new pres-
ident, Zoran Milanović, who stakes his reputation on his strident boycott of the 3SI, and 
the government supporting the country's involvement in the Three Seas Initiative.  
In one interview, President Milanović stated that Croatia “should refrain from lending  
credence to ridiculous projects such as the Three Seas Initiative” (2019). 
 
Commitment to 3SI high up until 2019, current trend: weakening. 
Presidential participation in summits: 2/5. 
Interest in participation in TSIIF – declaration of accession in 2020. 
Involvement in TSIPP – in 2018, Croatia presented three multilateral and eight national 

projects, the most important in the field of energy: the construction of the Krk LNG termi-

nal and the Adriatic Pipe, expansion of the port in Rijeka, declared participation in seven 

projects submitted by others.  
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Czech Republic 
Area: 78,866 km² 
Population: 10,600,000 (Czechs 93.7%, Moravians 4.9%, Slovaks 1.4%, Poles 0.5% 
Neighbours: Slovakia, Austria, Germany, Poland  
 
GDP: $246,500,000,000 (2019) 
GDP per capita: $23,830 (2019) 
 
Most active think tanks: 
*Association for International Affairs (AMO) 
http://www.amo.cz/en/  
*Institute of International Relations (IIR) 
https://www.iir.cz/en/  
*EUROPEUM – Institute for European Policy 
https://www.europeum.org/en/  

 

Initially, the Czechs were one of the countries that most strongly contested the reasona-
bleness of the entire project. For several years, the country remained an observer, a role 
that changed once the process of creating the TSIIF investment fund was initiated.  
Currently, Prague is sending numerous signals that it is ready to become more involved. 
More active involvement is impaired by the weak position of Prime Minister Andrej Babiš’s 
government, which has a de facto minority character and periodically is in conflict with the 
pro-Chinese and pro-Russian president Miloš Zeman. 
In the opinion of President Zeman, “3SI is not only an opportunity to establish cooperation 
and friendship, but also a new type of infrastructure investment” (2020). 
 
3SI exposure low up until 2020, current trend: on the rise. 
President participation in summits: 2/5. 
Interest in participation in TSIIF – declared in 2018, participation in the supervisory board 
of the fund, negotiations on the terms of the financial contribution. 
Involvement in TSIPP – in 2018, the Czechs submitted one project related to the strategi-

cally valuable Danube-Oder Canal, declared participation in twelve projects submitted  

by others.  
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The Republic of Estonia 
Area: 45,339 km² 
Population: 1.3 million (Estonians 68.6%, Russians 25.6%, Ukrainians 2.1%) 
Neighbours: Russia, Latvia   
 
GDP: $31.4 billion (2019) 
GDP per capita: $20,741 (2019) 
 
Most active think tanks: 
*International Center for Defense and Security (ICDS) 
https://icds.ee/en/  
The Estonian Foreign Policy Institute (EVI) 
https://www.evi.ee/  

 

In the first years, Estonia had a problem with defining its role in 3SI, a telltale sign of a pe-
ripheral country torn between Central Europe and Scandinavia. President Kesti Kaljulaid 
attended the summit in Warsaw for the first time. Greater involvement after the institu-
tionalisation and registration of TSIIF, followed by a decision to join and provide financial 
contribution as a third country (after Poland and Romania).  
The Estonian Minister of Finance, Martin Helme, indicated that joining TSIIF would enable 
Estonian companies to raise capital in the region of three seas: the Baltic, Black and Adri-
atic (2020).  
 
Commitment to 3SI volatile, increased from 2019. 
President participation in summits: 2/5. 
Interest in participation in TSIIF – no notification in 2018, joining the fund in April 2020 
with the amount of 20,000,000 euro. 
Involvement in TSIPP – in 2018 Estonia submitted 4 projects with the most important being 

Rail and Via Baltica, declared participation in 7 projects submitted by others.  
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The Republic of Lithuania 

 
Area: 65,300 km² 

Population: 2.800,000 (Lithuanians 84%, Poles 6.6%, Russians 5.8%, Belarusians 1.2%) 
Neighbours: Latvia, Belarus, Russian Federation, Poland  
 
GDP: $54,200,000,000 (2019) 
GDP per capita: $18,427 (2019) 
 
Most active think tanks: 
Institute of International Relations and Political Science (IIRPS)  
https://www.tspmi.vu.lt/en/  
The Eastern Europe Studies Center (EESC) 
https://www.eesc.lt/en/  

From the very beginning, Lithuania has declared its readiness to become involved in 3SI, 
seen as an opportunity for Vilnius to play a more active role in the region while simultane-
ously distancing itself from the Visegrad Group. Additionally, Lithuania seeks to assume  
the role of a bridge between other Baltic states and Poland or, more broadly, Central  
Europe.  
The Lithuanian ambassador to Warsaw believes that the goal of Vilnius in 3SI is “the will  
to develop infrastructural ties (...), which in turn should be a benefit not only for Lithuania 
but all other Baltic states as well” (2020). 
  
Commitment to 3SI is consistently high. 
President participation in summits: 2/5. 
Interest in participation in TSIIF – declaration of accession in 2020. 
Involvement in TSIPP – in 2018, Lithuania submitted 7 projects with the most important 

Rail and Via Baltica, the GIPL gas connector, the LNG terminal in Klaipeda or the integration 

of energy transmission networks, declared participation in six projects submitted by oth-

ers.  
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Republika Łotewska 
Area: 64,573 km² 
Population: 1.900,000 (Latvians 62%, Russians 27%, Belarusians 3.3%, Poles 2.2%) 
Neighbours: Estonia, Russian Federation, Belarus, Lithuania  
GDP: $34.100,000,000 (2019) 
GDP per capita: $16,697 (2019) 
 
Most active think tank: 
*Latvian Institute of International Affairs (LIIA)  
https://liia.lv/en/home  

Latvia did not specify the role of the 3SI in its foreign policy, but Trump's arrival in Warsaw 
encouraged Riga to participate at the presidential level. Latvians declared their interest  
in TSIIF in Bucharest, though they have yet to take any steps in this direction. It was  
the registration of the fund and the prospect of utilising the funds that convinced Riga to 
present its own priorities.  
In the opinion of Latvian President Egils Levits, Riga needs a proper corridor connecting  
the Baltic states with the rest of the European Union (2020). 
 
Involvement in 3SI variable, rejected invitation to Dubrovnik, meeting with US president  
in order to avoid participation in the next summit. 
President participation in summits: 2/5. 
Interest in participation in TSIIF ľ declaration of interest in 2018, declaration of accession  
in 2020. 
Involvement in TSIPP – in 2018, Latvia did not submit any project, but supported, among 

others Rail and Via Baltica (7 submitted by others in total). Riga added 8 projects in 2020, 

as it was possible to complete the list of projects in the second round.  
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Romania 
Area: 238,391 km² 
Population: 19.250,000 (Romanians 89%, Hungarians 6.6%, Roma 2.5%) 
Neighbours: Ukraine, Moldova, Bulgaria, Serbia, Hungary  
 
GDP: $250,000,000,000 (2019) 
GDP per capita: $12,131 (2019) 
 
Most active think tanks: 
European Institute of Romania (EIR) 
http://ier.gov.ro/en/home-en/ 
Centre for Defence and Security Strategic Studies (CDSSS) 
https://cssas.unap.ro/index_en.htm 
 

Romania was for some time hesitant as to the role 3SI could play in its foreign policy strat-
egy. The first summit was without presidential delegation. President Klaus Iohannis has 
been participating in meetings since 2017, including the organisation of the event in 2018. 
Through activity in 3SI, Bucharest is trying to compensate for the lack of invitation to the 
Visegrad Group, considering the Three Seas Initiative to be a complementary project to the 
Bucharest Nine.  
Achieving greater efficiency was hampered by continuous government crises (five prime 
ministers in 2016-2020). 
In the opinion of President Iohannis, 3SI is a great project that combined with US involve-
ment promotes cohesion and connects the region with the rest of the EU (2020). 
 
Commitment to 3SI since 2017 has been consistently strong.  
President participation in summits: 2/5. 
Interest in participation in TSIIF – application of interest in 2018, the founding act of the 
fund signed in 2019 together with Poland. A 100,000,000 euro contribution is funneled 
into the 2020 budget. 
Involvement in TSIPP – in 2018, it submitted seven projects, including the Via Carpatia  

project in cooperation with Poland, and the modernisation of the Gdańsk-Konstancja rail-

way line, as well as the BRUA gas pipeline plus several digitisation projects. Bucharest de-

clared participation in 7 projects submitted by others.  
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Slovak Republic 
Area: 49,035 km² 
Population: 5,400,000 (Slovaks 80.7%, Hungarians 8.5%, Roma 2%) 
Neighbours: Ukraine, Hungary, Austria, the Czech Republic, Poland  
GDP: $105,000,000,000 (2019) 
GDP per capita: $21,039 (2019) 
 
Most active think tanks: 
*The Slovak Foreign Policy Association (SFPA) 
http://www.sfpa.sk/en/  
*GLOBSEC 
https://www.globsec.org/ 
 

Slovakia initially responded very coldly to the invitation to 3SI and ostentatiously disregard-
ed the summit in Dubrovnik. The country took on the role of a participating observer, 
showing few signs of willingness to participate more actively. Bratislava so far has not  
suggested any ideas on how it could use 3SI in its foreign policy. The launch of TSIIF may 
mobilise Slovakia to be more active.  
In the opinion of President Čaputova, the Three Seas Initiative may contribute to the im-
plementation of the cohesion policy within the EU (2020). 
 
Low involvement in 3SI, rejected invitation to Dubrovnik, irregular participation later on. 
Presidential  participation in summits: 2/5. 
Interest in participation in TSIIF, declared commitment in 2018, no further activity in this 
regard.  
Involvement in TSIPP in 2018, Slovakia submitted a crucial project of the Eastring gas  

pipeline as well as two national road projects. Additionally, it declared participation in 16 

projects submitted by others.  
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The Republic of Slovenia 
Area: 20,273 km² 
Population: 2060000 (Slovenes 83%, Serbs 2%, Croats 1.8%, Bosnians 1%) 
Neighbours: Croatia, Hungary, Austria and Italy 
 
GDP: $53,700,000,000 (2019) 
GDP per capita: $27,152 (2019) 
 
Most active think tanks: 
The Atlantic Council of Slovenia 
http://www.euroatlantic.org/  
The Institute for Economic Research (IER) 
http://www.ier.si/page.content.php?Content_iId=33  

Slovenia is committed to participating in the Three Seas Initiative without specifying  
any concrete objectives. Ljubljana is afraid of lingering on the margins while new coopera-
tive frameworks are being set up. Hence its’ regular participation in summits and the 
hosting of one of them. It is the possibility of taking advantage of the opportunity to accel-
erate the implementation of infrastructure investments that outweighs any political ambi-
tions, and that is the reason why Slovenia is so active in constructing priority undertakings 
for TSIIF.  
In the opinion of President Borut Pahor, Slovenia is geographically and economically forced 
to build a decent network of connections. And 3SI has shown that it is becoming a flexible 
platform supporting the development of countries in the region (2020). 
 
Commitment to 3SI high, hosting one of the summits in 2019. 
Presidential participation in summits: 2/5. 
Interest in participation in TSIIF with declaration of accession in 2020. 
Involvement in TSIPP in 2018, Slovenia submitted five local or national projects, including  

a gas connection with Hungary, connection of energy networks with Croatia and the devel-

opment of a 5G network. In 2020, it added to the list two additional projects. Moreover,  

it declared its participation in nine projects submitted by others.  
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Hungary 
Area: 93,030 km² 
Population: 9.8 million (Hungarians 83%, Roma 3.5%, Germany 1.5%) 
Neighbors: Ukraine, Romania, Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, Austria, Slovakia  
GDP: $160.9 billion (2019) 
GDP per capita: US $17,466 (2019)   
 
Most active think tanks: 
*Institute for Foreign Affairs and Trade 
https://kki.hu/en/  
Antall József Knowledge Centre 
https://ajtk.hu/en  

 

Hungary’s attitude to the Three Seas Initiative is highly ambiguous. Budapest declares  
its role as an active member of the project, takes initiatives (such as the creation of a sec-
retariat), but the activities of the Hungarians are often illusory or symbolic. In fact, they 
seek to be a Central European leader in the narrower Danube basin. Therefore, as soon  
as the activities are specified, e.g. in the form of the launch of the Three Seas Fund and 
strengthening the government/executive dimension of the project, Hungary noticeably 
decreases the intensity of its participation.  
Deputy Minister of Human Resources Péter Sztáray announced that Hungary was the first 
to propose a permanent 3SI secretariat and was ready to host it in Budapest (2020).  
 
Involvement in 3SI is variable, formally high in the initial years of the project’s existence, 
subsequently, President János Áder refrained from participating in 2018, 2019 and 2020. 
The president’s share in the summits: 2/5. 
Interest in participation in TSIIF – no declaration in 2018, voiced interest in joining in 2020. 
Involvement in TSIPP in 2018, Hungary submitted five projects, including Via Carpatia 

(together with Poland and Romania), the gas connection with Slovakia, and the E65 road 

corridor. In 2020, it added to the list sixteen new projects. Hungary declared its participa-

tion in fifteen projects submitted by others.  
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The Republic of Poland 
Area: 312,696 km² 
Population: 38.38 million (Poles 97%, Silesians 2%, Kashubians 0.6%, Germans 0.38%) 
Neighbors: Russia, Lithuania, Belarus, Ukraine, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Germany 
GDP: $592 billion (2019) 
GDP per capita: $17,387 (2019) 
 
Most active think tanks: 
Polish Institute of International Affairs  
https://pism.pl/ 
Ośrodek Studiów Wschodnich 
https://www.osw.waw.pl/pl  
*Instytut Studiów Politycznych PAN 
https://isppan.waw.pl/  

From the perspective of the countries participating in the Three Seas Initiative, Poland 
holds the status of project initiator and, due in no small measure to its economic and  
demographic potential, has naturally become the leader. Polish leadership is, however, 
limited to being responsible for proposing new forms of action (the Three Seas Fund)  
or searching for external allies (USA).  
According to, among others, Krzysztof Szczerski: “The Three Seas Initiative is developing 
along the same lines as those originally intended for European integration, (...) that is, the 
common interest of states that respect each other” (2020). 
 
Involvement in 3SI is consistently high.  
President participation in summits: 2/5. 
Interest in participation in TSIIF – initiative to create a fund in 2018, registration of TSIIF 
together with Romania in 2019 and financial contribution of 500 million euro, increasing 
the contribution to 750 million euro in 2020.  
Involvement in TSIPP in 2018, Poland proposed nine projects, including: Baltic Pipe, Via 
Carpatia, the Baltic-Adriatic communication corridor or (together with others) Rail Baltica. 
In 2020, it added one new project to the list. Warsaw declared its participation in ten pro-
jects submitted by others. 
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The previously mentioned division into three groups of participating countries is also clear-
ly visible. Observers led by Austria are among the least involved, followed by Slovakia, and 
until recently also the Czech Republic. Another group consists of countries that are con-
stantly searching for their place in the entire project, such as Latvia, Estonia, Slovenia  
or Bulgaria, and recently also the Czech Republic, which are ready to become more  
involved (e.g. by organising presidential summits), but most importantly refuse to remain 
on the sidelines of ongoing processes. The capitals that inaugurate the entire process, i.e. 
Poland and Croatia, as well as Lithuania and Romania, are most aware of the significance  
of the Three Seas Initiative. Since previous attempts to join the Visegrad Group had failed, 
these states find it vital to intensify cooperation as part of the Three Sees Initiative in order 
to become more powerful players in the region. The most mysterious of all participants  
of the Three Seas Initiative have so far been the Hungarians, who retain a rather ambivalent 
approach. On one hand, they declare willingness to host the 3SI secretariat, submit the 
largest number of infrastructure projects in the second selection circle (2020). In the first 
(in 2018) they have included, for example, the Via Carpatia project, the Hungarian section 
of which was practically ready for final implementation. On the other hand, Budapest  
delayed their declaration of joining the Three Seas Fund, and János Áder, the Hungarian 
president, officially participated only in the first two (out of five) summits of the Three Seas 
Initiative.  

It has been only five years since the establishment of the Polish-Croatian initiative, too 
short of a period of time to consider the whole project as fully formed, although the initial 
institutionalisation phase has already been completed. This is a challenge for observers, 
because at this point single events may still change the image of the structure of the Three 
Seas Initiative. Croatia is a good example of this. The current president, Zoran Milanović, 
openly questions the sense of the project as part of his internal political image. On the oth-
er hand, there is another interesting trend. It appears that the image of the Three Seas  
Initiative is so positive that national leaders wish to take advantage of it for the purpose  
of political struggles in their home countries. Commentators indicated that the organisa-
tion of the Tallinn summit was to strengthen the position of Kesti Kaljulaid ahead of the 
forthcoming elections. Similar motives could have prompted the Bulgarian President,  
Boyko Borisov, to offer Sofia as the next place to host a summit in 2021. 
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4.  
 
 

Role of third parties  
 
 
The launch of the Three Seas Initiative project forced other international actors involved  
in the region to respond to the new reality. Judging by these initial reactions, it should  
be noted that the project came as a surprise especially for the European Union and the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany. Some German comments accompanying the first events could 
have even be taken as a sign of frustration. It was the second time that Berlin had over-
looked the flourishing of an independent initiative in an area, which it perceives as a sphere 
of not only economic but also political influence. It first happened in 1991, when the Vise-
grad Group was established. In both cases, Germany ended up being an external partner at 
best. The European Commission was also surprised by the course of events. It failed to no-
tice growing dissatisfaction with the fact that EU funds were allocated mainly to projects 
building west-east transport corridors, as opposed to improving the infrastructure con-
necting countries belonging to the community’s peripheral areas. Furthermore, Central 
Europe’s treatment of the region as more of an economic auxiliary and a source of cheap 
labour for the more developed centre was equated with a refusal to accept any autonomous 
activity. It is worth noting that such a recalcitrant attitude of the European Commission and 
Germany lasted until the 2018 summit in Bucharest. Media coverage made it clear that the 
most desirable scenario for Western political players would be the failure of the new pro-
ject, yet the support given to the Three Seas Initiative by the United States of America 
changed the rules of the game.  
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Being aware of the probable consolidation of the 3SI (at the organisational stage), further 
boycotting by Western European institutions had no rational justification, hence the deci-
sion of the European Commission and Germany to participate in subsequent summits in an 
attempt to alleviate the first impression. Berlin wishes to play an even more active role  
in the project as it has decided to submit its willingness to join the Three Seas Initiative with 
full membership rights. In this way, it confirmed that the project was considered a socio-
politically beneficial permanent new mechanism aiding Central European cooperation.  
To maintain its position in the region, Germany could not stand on the sidelines.  

The example of the Three Seas Initiative makes it clear that the USA desires to play a critical 
role of game changer. Still, Washington’s involvement in the project was from the start 
neither unconditional nor a foregone conclusion. One could even go as far as to say that 
initially the American government was resistant or even hostile. It should be remembered 
that the highest-ranking representative from outside the region at the summit in Dubrov-
nik was the Chinese deputy minister of foreign affairs. In the Three Seas Initiative, Beijing 
saw a possibility of a Chinese presence in Europe. It is part of the New Silk Road strategy, 
and, above all, brings them closer to building a multipolar international system. Washing-
ton's takeover of the initiative was therefore a measure aimed at thwarting its strategic 
competitor in a relatively pro-American region open to new investments. The support  
the Three Seas Initiative received from President Donald Trump had a decisive impact  
on the attitude of some participating countries, for which the legitimisation of the Polish-
Croatian project by a world leader was a guarantee, as it were, of the Initiative’s success. 
Of course, American involvement is not of a purely charitable nature. It is an attempt  
to make up for arrears in economic cooperation. Even though Americans are financially 
present in the form of direct investments in Central Europe, and for some countries 
(Poland, Romania, the Baltic states) they are an important partner in the area of defence, 
but it does not mean the region, characterised by dynamic development, is treated  
seriously. The countries of the Three Seas Initiative posses a mere 1.5% share in trade with 
the USA, compared to 20% for Germany and 11% for Russia.  
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5.  
 
 

Conclusions 
 
 
Despite all these difficulties and challenges, it may be stated that the Three Seas Initiative 
has enormous geopolitical potential, significantly changing the existing conditions deter-
mining the position of the region and going far beyond ordinary economic cooperation. Due 
to this, the Szczecin-Triest line mentioned by Winston Churchill in 1946 has a chance  
to assume a completely different meaning than its Cold War counterpart.  

The success of 3SI will permanently distinguish Central Europe as a symbol of successful 
transformation and modernisation. It will also be a crucial step towards evening out the 
political playing field between Central and Western European countries. It may be conclud-
ed that the Three Seas Initiative is the last chance to build a more autonomous develop-
ment model for Central European states.  

Failure of the project would once again downgrade the region to the status of Eastern  
Europe, inferior or requiring paternalistic care, subjected to top-down transformation  
and Europeanisation processes or slipping towards a destabilised zone, partially anarchic 
due to the lack of an external actor powerful enough to pursue hegemonic ambitions  
in this area.  

The latter scenario, the failure of the Three Seas Initiative, is optimal for most Western  
capitals and European institutions, relieving them of an effort to change their way of oper-
ating east of Germany, or the need to share prestige and, above all, influence on the Euro-
pean arena.  
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The Three Seas Initiative will have even greater consequences for Poland’s position in the 
region, in Europe and on the transatlantic stage. The success of the project shall strengthen 
the position of Warsaw and, above all, expand the framework for political action, though  
it will require sharing the spoils of this success with other 3SI countries. One major caveat, 
however, is that the blame for any potential failure of the project shall inevitably be laid  
on Poland, since Andrzej Duda is the only initiator of the project who is still holding his 
office. In this situation, Poland could be placed in a very uncomfortable position, which 
might hinder its ability to play an active role in the near future and initiate further forms  
of Central European cooperation.  

A way to deal with this scenario will be solid cooperation in the Poland-Czech Republic-
Romania-Croatia square. The role of Warsaw and Zagreb is of key importance in relation  
to the authorship of the initiative. At the moment, it shall be important to support the gov-
ernment of Croatian Prime Minister Andrej Plenković, who advocates for closer relations 
under the Three Seas Initiative, as opposed to the new president, Zoran Milanovic. It will 
also be extremely important to maintain interest in the project and the involvement of the 
Czech Republic, which will prompt Slovakia (without the activity of one of these two coun-
tries, Poland will be cut off in terms of infrastructure in the southern direction), and possi-
bly also of Austria to become more involved in the Three Seas project. Romania, the  
second largest country and a member of the Initiative, acts as switch point to three  
European regions: Eastern European, Central European and Balkan. For years, it has been  
a country open to various forms of cooperation, as it actively seeks its role on the interna-
tional arena, and involvement in 3SI enables Bucharest to effectively compensate  
for its lack of V4 membership. At the same time, Bucharest’s strong commitment shall 
stimulate Bulgaria’s activity and influence the attitude of Hungary.  
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6.  
 
 

Recommendations 
 
 
Internally, the implementation format of the Three Seas Initiative should be strengthened. 
Partners should be proposed to create three levels. In addition to the current dimension  
of presidential meetings, a second should entail regular cooperation of government pleni-
potentiaries, and the third should comprise coordinators in ministries responsible for the 
three dimensions of 3SI projects (infrastructure, digitisation and energy) and at the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs. Two new executive formats should be launched and made available, 
even if their composition would be incomplete. 

It also seems valuable to use the experience of the Visegrad Group and to introduce a presi-
dency mechanism, which could be taken over by each country organising subsequent  
summits. In contacts with other Visegrad partners, it might prove useful, as highlighting 
the role of the V4 in shaping Central European cooperation should be particularly useful. 

Germany’s status as an external partner in the project should also be maintained. In formal 
terms, this puts Berlin on an equal footing with the United States of America or the  
European Commission. In keeping with the principle of equality, it is necessary to enable 
Germany to participate in the Three Seas Fund on the same terms as Washington, i.e. to 
pay one third of the funds collected by Central European countries, e.g. for infrastructure 
projects. Berlin’s financial contribution to the Three Seas Fund will be a measure of what 
the German authorities’ real intentions are.  
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Strengthen US conviction of the vital role of the Three Seas Initiative project through  
image-building activities by carrying out 3SI promotional and information campaigns  
in participating countries. These could include debates with local expert institutions  
and various publishing initiatives. This would not only be noticed by American embassies 
but also reaffirm regional partners of the importance of 3SI for Polish foreign policy. It will 
also enable building a network of cooperating think tanks in this area. 

Establishing a research centre in Poland devoted to the Three Seas Initiative, strengthening 
the scientific potential of the region, following the example of scientific centres research-
ing European integration or regional studies, thus proving there is a scientific potential  
in Central Europe that may set the tone for (Central) European research. 

November 25, 2020 

Being sc. Truth 
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Collegium Interethnicum (CI)  

 

Website: interethnicum.pl 
E-mail: collegium@interethnicum.pl 
 
We focus on research, educational, advisory and support activities. As a think & do tank,  
we combine passion for science with a practical approach revolving around “common 
matters,” developing Polish talent tool (at home and abroad), promotion and development  
of Polish cultural and scientific heritage, as well as bottom-up strengthening of Poland’s repu-
tation and awareness of the importance of Central and Eastern Europe. 
 
We have been developing the 3 Seas Initiative Insight expertise project since the beginning  
of 2020. 
Barometer 1 is the first publication in the series. 
 
Also visit us on Tt: @InsightSeas 
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